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Introduction

How do Australian Gen Z and Millennials, who are currently 4 The phenomena that has flooded our lives with hipster
bread and barber razors has reached the home. Natural
shaping their future life, imagine their home? What are
materials that combine nostalgia with contemporary
the domestic values and hopes of two generations that
models of consumption define Gen Z and Millennials'
had their coming of age in the Information Age, and who
preferred material palette.
naturally embrace digital technology and social media?
What do size, scale, material and technical innovation
5 Gen Z and Millennials possess an aesthetic sensibility
mean for a climate-conscious group of people that have
capable of combining the desire for a bygone
lived through COVID-19 confinement, an endless real
authenticity with the perpetual cycle of consumer
estate bubble and recurrent economic crises?
emergencies that define their lives. Known as
Austerity Chic, this sensibility melds moments of
This report outlines the research initially conducted by
exquisite design with ad-hoc furniture sourced
UTS and supported by Allianz Australia. The project now
from IKEA and Gumtree.
continues as an investigation in a Sydney scenario with the
support of the Alastair Swayn Foundation. The research
explores five transversal values that Gen Z and Millennials The Future of Living goes to Campsie is a proposal
for a home that responds to these needs, hopes, and
share.
aspirations. Designed around five main areas of research:
sharing life, managing climate, naturalised interiors,
1 Unaffordable real estate markets and the dissolution
of the nuclear family have reorganised the traditional
reusing new materials and Austerity Chic, the project aims
Australian home. New forms of sharing life, based on
to construct the Australian house of the future for Gen Z
alternative ownership models, question who might
and Millennials. The project is an excuse for a theoretical
cohabitate and how they could arrange a life together. discussion about the immediate future, as much as it is a
prototype ready for immediate implementation.
2 Sustainability, recycling, environmental awareness,
and carbon footprints are now everyday concerns.
The report includes the blueprints and images of the
Australian Gen Z and Millennials fight climate change
Future of Living explored as the Extension of the Suburban
from the interiors of their homes.
Block. Initially conceived as an isolated unit, this system of
living was also deployed as part of a tower and now as an
3 Gen Z and Millennials welcome nature in. Challenging extension of four suburban blocks. The domestic desires
traditional divisions between the garden and house,
of Gen Z and Millennials are complex. The childhood
between interior and exterior, and between nature and memories of their parents’ single family house compete
artifice, they imagine their domestic spaces as part of with the seductive powers of urban life.
Australian landscape and the biosphere at large.
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Campsie

In the previous investigations, a collection of artefacts
share a typical plan. Rather than seeking unification, they
embrace domestic encounters, make leaps of scale visible
and aim for fun while making the domestic space livable.
Second Edition kitchen, Lina Bo Bardi’s chimney, Sejima’s
chair, a second-hand rug, a timber column, a solar panel
or a water pipe, are equally worth seeing and manipulating
by the dweller. Now, overlaid on an existing typology a
collection of architectures must share this mix-matched
desire. Instead of seeking unification, once again, the old
brick building and the new timber structure express their
differences with little negotiation. Not seeking a reasoned
articulation between the architectures, we propose an
almost wild juxtaposition of the elements in relation to
each other. Rather than an overall plan for the four blocks,
we propose a topological structure based on the possibility
of the existing floor plan to stay almost as they are, but also
able to accommodate some radical interventions or even
hybrid strategies.

everyday collective life to emerge. Washing, exercising,
reading, gardening, hobbying, day-dreaming, bathing,
and cooking, are all possible common activities that could
occupy this light semi-outdoor pavilion. A straightforward
architectural strategy is also adopted: a new light steel
core shared between two blocks improves the efficiency
of the circulation in plan; adding a layer of balconies and
winter gardens, cutting semi-interior space out of the
building facade, and adding a new domestic space on
top. All new timber structures aim to provide the most
generous space possible in a modest manner. These new
constructions increase density while making the financial
operation for the refurbishment of the four buildings viable.

The Extension of the Suburban Block

Central infrastructure

Campsie comprises hundreds of red-brick apartment
buildings. Developed in the 1960s and 1970s, they are
close to reaching the end of their functional lives. Instead
of looking at them as individual buildings, we look at them
as groups. By clustering them, we have a hunch that
intervening in this awkward yet quintessential housing
typology could offer a possible alternative to mediumdensity living in Sydney’s suburbs. Four similar blocks
in an OK state are the proposed site of intervention. A
simple urban strategy is proposed: delete the fences
between them and join them together to propose a shared
infrastructure for their middle. This new timber structure
hosts a half-sunk parking and multiple common areas for

Summing up, the intervention takes place in five steps:
first, adding a common infrastructure in the centre of the
four blocks; second, adding two new circulation cores;
third, refurbishing the apartments while modifying the
thermal envelope to offer richer spatial and climatic
situations; four, adding a layer of external spaces
and winter gardens on the main façades; and finally,
four new domestic structures on the rooftops. The
project challenges the idea that densifying a suburban
neighbourhood requires a new masterplan and instead
proposes to work with a catalogue of existing typologies
and their possible interventions, including notable built
extensions, concepts of repair and maintenance, and
changes in legal frameworks and financial models.
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Campsie, 2194
Campsie is located 11km south-west of Sydney’s CBD.
It has been identified as a strategic growth hub by the
NSW government, alongside Bankstown, in the larger
Sydenham to Bankstown urban renewal corridor where a
projected 35,000 new homes will be required in the near
future.
Hundreds of red-brick apartment buildings comprise
this generic western suburb. Developed in the 1960s and
1970s, they are close to reaching the end of their functional
lives. Following exclusively financial logics, their demolition
and replacement is imminent. Instead of looking at them
as individuals, the proposal looks at them as groups,
dissecting their diverse inhabitants, their climate, their
vegetation and their immediate contexts. By clustering,
redrawing and reimagining them, this housing typology
offers an interesting medium-density alternative to
Sydney’s inner-city suburbs

Strata to Community Title Management Diagram
Campsie site plan
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Open Conclusion

A new type of domesticity is emerging in Australian cities
defined by a shift towards hedonistic collective housing.
As a preliminary framework for action, The Future of
Living proposes a series of protocols for management,
an honest constructive system, an anthropocenic
environment and a raw design. These tools allow us to
address the resignification of normative domestic spaces
such as kitchens, gardens, bedrooms, and living rooms
in ways that break the mould of the traditional household.
Rather than by rooms, The Future of Living is organised
by assemblages of furniture, plants and construction
materials. Each one might facilitate gatherings, privacy,
climatic control, social life or individual confinement. It is
for the users to discover. It is important to remark that the
resulting domesticity is not a ‘collective house’ but rather
a step-by-step devolution of the household property
towards the possibility of commoning. The implications of
this model are deeply rooted in the Australian culture and
climate, as they blur the boundaries between the interior
and the exterior as the next step for exploring new ways of
living.

The Future of Living

The project sets its future inhabitants as a collective that,
together, must become involved in a continuous definition
of their domestic environment. It provides them with the
ability to define their own comfort through manipulable
infrastructures; appliances, curtains, plants, spaces and
climates. The ability to shape one’s domestic interior
recognises this generation’s desire to adapt to the day, the
night, the seasons and the mood.
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The hut in the bush

The tower in the city
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